
The next generation

of comfort.

Our Premier sofas and sectionals come standard 
with ComfortCore™ zoned technology for optimal 

firmness and lasting comfort.

               ZONE       
Softer support at the front of cushion

               ZONE        
Firmer support at back of cushion

               ZONE        
Added layer for support & durability

               ZONE        
Additional layer for overall comfort
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For an even more luxurious feel, upgrade to 

ComfortCore™ Plus with an added featherblend layer  

on the top and bottom of each cushion.

Designed to be 
beautiful and built 
to stay that way.
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Premier sofas also feature fully padded,  

La-Z-Boy engineered frames for enhanced  

design lines and lasting durability along  

with an almost endless selection of fabric  

and leathers available for custom order.
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More styles,  
  choices & options...

Affordable fabric and leather options 
For an added splash of color and panache, 

choose from an almost endless selection of 

fabrics and leathers.

Contrasting accent pillows 

Complement the look of your sofa by using 

pillows in a contrasting fabric available 

with decorative cord and fringe detail.

Contrasting welt details

Create your own unique look by using a  

contrasting fabric welt treatment available 

on select styles.

Choice of wood finishes 

From deep to lighter tones, the exposed 

wood on many sofas and Designer’s  

Choice chairs comes in a variety of hues. 

Connect with us

Sleep Sofa Convenience

Many sofa and sectional styles also come with 

a sleep sofa option for an instant guest room 

when you need it.

Custom create a look all your own  
with expert tailoring and details.

With La-Z-Boy Premier sofas and sectionals, you can custom create a look that’s all your own 

with affordable fabric and leather options to suit any taste, any style, and any budget. Choose 

from hundreds of fabrics in the latest colors and patterns. Or, choose soft and sensual leather 

for its natural beauty and durability. Next, make it uniquely yours with custom details and  

accents. With so many options... your design possibilities are endless.

Scan this QR code to learn  
more about our Premier  
sofas and sectionals.


